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University announces partnership

the

BYLEROYMIKELL
THE A&T REGISTER

READY FOR A
BLACK PRESIDENT?
This week's NCATREGISTER.com

poll asked readers if they thought
we were really ready for a black
president.

theW0RLD»
AMERICANS HIT
POLLS OVERSEAS
Americans who are overseas still
got a chance to participate in
Super Tuesday races. PAGE 3

the

Anew partnership announced
Tuesday by the University could
prove beneficial to the development offuture Aggies.
Chancellor Stanley F. Battle,
along with Guilford County
Schools superintendent Terry
Grier and Guilford Technical
Community College president
Don Cameron will provide serious help to local kids.
The "Cosby Kids" program,
named after comedian and educator Bill Cosby, will support
local children and set a benchmark for new successes at each
of the local institutions. Cosby
has given the use of his name,
his time and his wealth to the
partnership.
The program, which will be
on the campuses of A&T and

GTCC, will serve as a careful
and strategic way to focus on
and help students K-12 in needy
schools These schools have
been chosen based on the results
oftheir end of grade test scores
and performance level. This
program will add to the history
and legacy at A&T.
"What we want to do is grow
some more little Ronald McNairs right here in Greensboro,"
said Battle.
Dr. Battle spoke on three
key points of the program and
what is needed to make "Cosby
Kids" have a lasting impression
on both campuses. The key focus areas are computer science,

math, reading comprehension,

and engineering.

The mission of the "Cosby
Kids" Program is to track the
progress of local children at
three different tiers or starting

points

The first level will track students from 4th grade through
high school followed by a 6th
grade through high school track
and along a track with an 8th
grade start point.
"They will be assigned a
mentor, someone that will work
with them, and help with their
work" said Battle.
These mentors will come
from the community and student
body. Students here at A&T and
GTCC, along with the staffand
faculties ofboth institutions will
serve as mentors in the Cosby
Kids Program.
Cameron was excited about
putting GTCC in schools and
having their staff, students and
faculty engaged with students
and parents in the program, even
noting that if a parent doesn't
SEEKIDS ON PAGE 2

-
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CHANCELLOR BATTLE speaks at press conferenceTuesday morning announcing the Cosby Kids
program, a joint initiative between A&T, GuilfordTech and GuilfordCounty Schools.

"JUST BE" ARTSY,
BE YOURSELF
Local shop specializes in unique

piece!1Tnd"md7e art style"! PAGE 4

the

NO MORE CP TIME!
One student asks Aggies to make a
commitment to being on time for
class, work and in life. PAGE 5

WINNERS and LOSERS?

theSCORE

McCain moves ahead of Republican pack as Obama and Clinton continue to battle it out

ning in states in the Rockies (he
recieved 90 percent of the vote
the predominantey Mormon
Sen. John McCain's straight state ofUtah) and Midwest and
talk express kept it trucking his home state of Massachusetts
through Super Tuesday win- and Huckabee dominating in the
ning California, Connecticut, South with wins in Alabama,
Delaware, Illinois, Missouri, Arkansas, Georgia, Tennessee
Oklahoma and his home state of and West Virginia.
Arizona yesterday.
On the Democratic side of
McCain's chief rivals Mass. things, Hillary Clinton and BaGov. Mitt Romney and Arkanrack Obama traded states into
sas Gov. Mike Huckabee both the early morning hours with
did what they could to keep the Sen. Clinton taking Arizona,
race close with Romney win- Arkansas, California, Massa-

BY MICHAEL J. McCRAY
THE A&T REGISTER

MAKING A SPLASH!
A&T's swim team wins the HBCU
National Championship Saturday
with wins over Florida A&M and
Howard in Corbett Sports Center.

theSCENE

PHILADANCO
WOWS HARRISON
Famed dance company brings
their show to campus and delights
audience with their brand of
classical ballet. PAGE 11

TAKING THE BODY
CHALLENGE
Ok, so you're committed to the
workout plan but is it the right
plan for you? PAGE 11

chusetts, Missouri, New Jersey
and New York, Oklahoma and
Tennessee.

Sen. Obama managed to win
in a couple oftraditional Clinton
hotbeds, winning races in Alabama, Alaska, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia,
Idaho, Illinois, Kansas, Minnesota, North Dakota and Utah.
At press time, Obama and
Clinton were waiting on results
from New Mexico where the
two candidates were less than
30 votes apart.
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Aggies honor Sit-in anniversary Gang violence catches

Greensboro by surprise

BY STACIE BAILEY
THE A&T REGISTER

"They sat down so the world
could stand up."
On Jan. 31 st, over a hundred
students from A&T and several
from Bennett gathered by the
A&T Four statue in front of
the Dudley Building and did
more than just stand up; they
Black "4US" shirts sprinkled the crowd acknowledging
the work ofFranklin McCain,
Joseph McNeil, Ezell Blair Jr.,
(later known as Jibreel Khazan), and the late David Richmond on Feb. 1, 1960 when
they sat down at a Woolworth's
counter in downtown Greensboro and refused to leave until
they were served.
The event was advertised
via Facebook, word of mouth
and newsletters and students
were able to reserve shirts.
Buttons were also given out
to students who didn't have a
shirt or who wanted both.
As the crowd got larger,

gang is stupid when turned violent. He tries to explain the reasons why young black men get
On Jan. 31, a Gang and Viocaught up into gangs is the idea
lence forum was held in Greensof having culture, brotherhood,
boro at the Hive with a showing and a purpose which can derive
of the HBO film "Bastards of from being in a gang.
the Party."
Most of the men in the film
The film was a documencame from fatherless homes and
tary on gangs in Athens Park lived short lives over colors,
neighborhood of Los Angeles. economics,, and territory..
—
The film centered around one
The audience was receptive
ex-member Blood member Cle to the film and was touched by
"Bone" Sloan.
the struggle and pain in the life
Sloan was only four years of a gang member. The thought
old when his father died and 12 of having gangs, like the ones
when he became a member of shown in the film, reign in
the Bloods. Throughout the film Greensboro shook up some the
he reflects on his life as an acaudience members.
tive member and how the conAfter the film, a discusdition ofblack gangs in his city sion held by the Leadership &
needs a change.
Empowerment Institute with
The film showed the menDirector Pat Callair, the Find
tality of gang members and the 4 Democratic Communities &
issues that go along with living Glenwood and a local activist
a gangster life-style. To Sloan, group called the Greensboro
the whole idea of being in a
SEE GANGSON PAGE 2
BYAASIYATOWNSELL
THE A&T REGISTER

marched

d2b

� RACE TO 1600 �
COMPLETE GUIDE

PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL • REGISTER
HONORING THE PAST SGA President David Street (right) leads themock march on the Jan. 31st.
Students walkedfrom the Dudley Building to the F.W. Woolworth's in downtown Greensboro.

the-noise level increased and
the area became more populated. Everyone was dressed in
his or her warmest gear ready
to travel in the chilly January
weather.
"You can always put on a
jacket,"said sophomore speech

language pathology major,
Austin James, who was excited
to be a part of history. This is
the second of an annual event
begun by Tibias Thorne, senior
graphic communications major
from Rocky Mount.
SEE 4US ON PAGE 2
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the
Drug Violation

1/28/08,2:30 a.m
Aggie Suites
University Police detected the odor of Marijuana coming form theresidence while on foot patrol. Marijuana
was discovered and collected at the scene. There were
no criminal charges. This incident has been referred to
StudentAffairs and Housing for evaluation.

iesday, February 6,2008

Students march to Woolworth's to honor
48th anniversary of February 1,1960
4US From page 1

Larceny

1/28/08,7:45 p.m.
Aggie Village

A female student reported that someone stole a Laptop,
MP3 player and a Camera from her residence. There were
no signs of forced entry. There is no suspect or witness
information available.
The estimatedtotal loss is $1,825.
Drunk and Disruptive
1/30/08,11:42 a.m.
Williams Cafe

University Police responded to Williams Cafe in reference to a male non-student walking around that are
a in a intoxicated state. Responding officers assessed
the non-student's state of mind and formed the opinion
that the non-student was too intoxicated to safely leave
the campus area. University Police transported the
non-student to the Guilford County Jail where he was
ordered to be held for 24 hours. The non-student was
transported without incident.

Disturbance
2/3/08,8:30 p.m.
Aggie Suites
Aggie Suites officer observed a male resident student and
several unknown males having a verbal confrontation in
the parking lot. The suspects fled the area upon the officer's intervention.The victim did not sustain any injuries
nor could he identify any of the suspects.

— Compiled by Tiffany Adams

"I wanted to start something that
was completely student-centered,
completely student-driven that we
could do to honor the legacy of
the A&T Four and the civil rights
movement," said Thorne.
Those who attended this year's
march included Dean of students,
Dr. Judy Rashid, SGA and SUAB
members old and new and their
advisors. As time went on, president David Street brought stillness
among the crowd.
He began the event by reminding
students that this was not a party or
a social gathering, this march was
for a purpose and should be taken
seriously. A short prayer was said
before the journey began and the
instructions were given.
The crowd began their walk
on the corner of Benbow Hall and
crossed Dudley Street. There were
police officers and escorts to make
sure the students traveled safely
to their destination and back. The
group traveled in a silent line of
paired individuals that stretched
far across the street with the SGA

members leading the way.
The group turned onto W. Market Street towards downtown. "The
silence allowed me to think about
what the Greensboro Four were
thinking as they marched to make a
stand. It made me think about how
far will I actually go to risk my life
for my community, my peers and
my family," said sophomore Morika
Williams, a laboratory animal science major from Owego, NY. "I was
just thinking during the silence."
The group turned onto Davis
Street toward the depot and made a
right turn on to February One Place.
As the students walked, they pointed to the sign in recognition of the
naming ofthe street in honor of the

this year, there was still a lot going
on," said Thorne.
Amongst the busy streets of
downtown Greensboro, they arrived
at F. W. Woolworth's on the corner
ofS. Elm and E. February One. The
students stood for a moment of silence in remembrance. The group
continued on to the Center City
Park and headed to the Founder's
Wall for the actual reception.
The students gathered around
to hear Thorne, Rashid, Street,
Danielle Koon, Marcus Bass and
speak their hearts on what they felt
needed to be said at this time and
what needed to be remembered in
the future.
"I gained insight from Marcus Bass to always remember to
push on no matter how hard the
obstacle may be and to press forth
even though everything seems to
be running smoothly," said Williams. There were a couple of"Aggie Pride's" that lifted through the
air before the group separated and
headed back to campus.
"It's one thing to hear the story
ofhow the event took place and it's
another thing to be a part of it," said

past.

The students continued to stop
traffic and turn heads and unnecessary comments were heard as
the students traveled. Everyone
couldn't possibly understand the
cause nor were they trying to.
"This year, I'm not going to say
people weren't as respectful on the
outside, but it was just a different
feeling. It seemed like when we
were marching last year, the whole
city got silent for that moment. But

James.

Financial Management
Assoc. Interest Meeting
Craig Hall 236
4 p.m. 5 p.m.

Every Nation Campus
Ministries Bible Study
Memorial Student Union
Room 214

7:30 p.m.
Virginia Aggie Meeting
Memorial Student Union
Room 214
8:00 p.m.

Brown Bag Lecture
Geoff Foster
Smith Hall 2014
Noon

KIDS From page 1
have a diploma or GED they would work to get
them that.
Members of the partnership stressed this program is not about handouts. All students involved
must pull their weight in reading, writing, and
mathematics. The students must also meet and
maintain standards before they receive the money
and scholarships set aside for their hard work.
The student's mentors will play a huge role in the
upcoming success stories.
There will be a number of checks and balances to ensure this new program is working.
"We implement a number ofprograms but we are
never able to say if they work," said Dr. Dorothy
Browne, special assistant to the Chancellor for research and special programs.
Withthis program they will be able to see if it's
working by comparing the kids in the program to
the ones who are not. If the program is working
there will be a very visible difference.
By looking at the factors like the students' academics, parental engagement in the school system
and teachers of the program's students, Browne
will use the results to determine if more dramatic
changes need to made to the program to produce
the desired results.
"We'll have results to show that this program
has had an impact," said Cameron.
The programs' concept is not a new one in the
U.S., but here in Greensboro it's unique because
it focuses on the students that frequently slip
through the cracks.
Grier said the program may be afirst ofits kind
because of all the different components and the
reward at the end.
"It allows people with the power to help to take
an interest in Greensboro's children and level out
the playing field...the opportunity for us to do this
with the resources we have is unprecented."
Battle added, "there is a great deal of interest
around academic competition, and this is an opportunity for us to grow our own." He also noted
that the program is different because they aren't
skimming offthe top.
While most institutions with programs like this
focus on the upper 15 percent ofthe student body
"Cosby Kids" will work with everyone via random selection and for students who are not ready
for a four-year institution, GTCC will beavailable
as an option.
"If you look at the system here in North Carolina, the standards keep going up and we are going to try and provide support to make sure that
these children will be able to reach those goals,"
said Battle.
The program, which starts in the fall of this
year, will cost approximately $475,000 for the
first year with scholarship money estimates down
the road being about $ 100,000 a year with most of
that being paid by the university.
Browne is hoping to get funding from grants,
foundations and the government, who will pay for
the research portion ofthe project.
Students will have to attend one ofthese two
schools to qualify for the money but if they complete the program the way it is designed they will
qualify for many other scholarships as well.
"Guilford County Schools is committed and
dedicated to the success ofthis program, anytime
you can pair up mentors from these two great universities to with our young people, it's great," said

Film on gang violence translates gritty
reality as Greensboro faces new problems
GANGS From page 1
Hive. The organization is for a diverse group of people from across
Greensboro who came together in
2006 to organize a place where different communities could come together.
Gangs have always been an issue
across America, but the citizens of
Greensboro are surprisedthat gangs
have hit their town and are growing
in numbers.
"I live in the Glenwood neighborhood, and they believe that we
should push the bad people (gangs)
out and lock them up and that is not
the solution," Isabell Moore said, an
activist from the Fund 4 Democratic
Communities & Glenwood.
Moore started the forum on
Gangs and Violence the Greensboro
Hive due to her lack of knowledge
on gangs, and their purposes.
"I remember going to one gang
forum and asking 'Do we have
gangs in Greensboro?'" Moore
said. Her lack ofknowledge drove
her to find out more about gangs in
the community.
During the discussion, one ofthe
hosts asked four different groups
how the HBO film relates to them.
The question was asked to black
women, white women, white men
and black men.
The black women felt hurt that
they birthed these destructive men
that fail to do anything positive for
the community while many of the
white women were upset that they
were not shown in the film.
One woman noted that gangs af-

feet all humanity and that the film
should have displayed different ethnic backgrounds. Others felt ignorant to the film and had no idea how
gangs came about and the severity
ofthem.
The majority of white men believed that the film got its point
across and thought it was very insightful. Some agreed that being
born privileged versus being born
into poverty makes a huge difference.

Economics plays a role in the
mentality of gangs, most of the
white men were not surprised that
gangs are formed in the poorer communities.
Ted Nashland, a citizen of
Greensboro, was frustrated with the
subject of black involvement with
gangs and said that there are bigger
problems going on with the world,
and gangs is just one sector.
"I want to get down to the heart
ofthe matter, I want it to be a spiritual revolution," Nashland said.
To Nashland, issues such as,
global warming, the governments'
involvement with Iraq, and issues
such as Darfur, makes gangs just
another issue from the long list of
problems that are occurring in the
world that are due to lack of "spirituality."
When the question came around
to the black men, automatically
the film had a direct relationship
towards the group. Some feel like
the problem will never be solved
because America makes a dollar
off of each person they put in jail
with inmates doing labor for only
30 cents.

A 15-year-old student from
Dudley High School, who would
not state his name, explained that
people, including teachers, do not
understand what an everyday child
born into poverty has to go through.
He explained that he has to take care
ofhis family, and helps provide for
them.
His pet peeve is being yelled at
by teachers when he shows up late
to school. He said the last thing that
he wants to hear is someone scolding him for something as minute
as being late, considering all the
things he deals with prior to going
to school. When higher authorities
stress out the youth, the children
will overt to other groups that can
relate to the struggles that they go
through, such as gangs.
According to American Heritage
Dictionary, the word gang means, a
groupof criminals or hoodlums who
band together for mutual protection
and profit. The HBO film opened
with the history of gangs showing
the Black Panther Party of the late
60s and 70s. They too could fall under the lines ofthat definition, but
they protected the community due
to the repression from the police.
Unfortunately, problems were
not solved during the two-hour
discussion of gang violence in the
community; however, helpful suggestions were made such as, getting
the community to sacrifice more of
their time to help out with the youth,
having more activities for kids and
the idea that raising the minimum
wage should help prevent the economic struggle that drives people
towards gangs.

Masquerade Speed
Dating (Sponsored by
NY/NJ Connection)
Memorial Student Union
Exhibit Hall
7 p.m.

FAFSA Day
Smith Hall Computer Lab
9 a.m. Noon

—

Aggie Toastmasters
Craig Hall 134
4 p.m. 5 p.m.

—

Women's Tennis
vs. N.C. Central
Aggie Tennis Complex

3 p.m., FREE

WE NEED
YOU NEED

Let's work

ONLINE POLL

Are we ready for a Black president?
■

Maybe

together!

SEND US
YOUR
EVENTS!

No

Grier.

"Guilford County Schools could not be more
proud to partner with these institutions...we have a
long history of doing things together that work."
Michael J. McCray also contributed to this
story.
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Opium grown 27 dead as storms rip across South
in Afghanistan
continues
BY JON GAMBRELL

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

BY JOSEPH COLEMAN
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

TOKYO (AP) — Opium cultivation in rebel-controlled areas in southern and southwestern Afghanistan is expected to grow this year, fueling
the Taliban insurgency with more drug money, a
U.N. report said Wednesday.
The report, by the U.N. Office on Drugs and
Crime, said that Afghanistan, in turmoil since a
U.S.-led military operation toppled therepressive
Taliban regime in 2001, is also steadily increasing
its production ofmarijuana.
Afghanistan supplies some 90 percent of the
world's illicit opium, the main ingredient in heroin, and the Taliban rebels fighting the U.S.-led
forces receive up to $100 million from the drug
trade, the U.N. estimates.
"Indeed, it is the insurgents, the Taliban, that
are deriving an enormous funding for their war
by imposing a 10 percent tax on production,"
said Antonio Maria Costa, executive director of
the U.N. agency.
Afghanistan cultivated a record 477,000 acres
of opium in 2007, a 14 percent increase over the
previous year. Total production, spurred by unusually high rainfall, increased even further, by
34 percent.
The one bright spot in the report, which was
released on the sidelines of an international meeting on Afghanistan in Tokyo, was that the area
under cultivation outside ofthe rebel strongholds
was expected to fall.
That meant overall cultivation area would
stay even or fall slightly in 2008, the report said,
though wet weather could boost the productivity
of each poppy plant.
Costa and Gen. Khodaidad, Afghanistan's acting counter-narcotics minister, attributed the stall
in overall growth ofcultivation to eradication efforts and programs aimed at convincing farmers
to switch to legal crops.
"The pre-planting campaign is the best way to
fight drugs in Afghanistan because we involved
the local people and we're encouraging people
not to grow poppy," said Khodaidad, who, like
many Afghans, uses one name.
The report showed mixed results in the battle
against opium in 2007. Poppy cultivation increased in eight provinces and decreased in 26,
including 13 that became poppy-free.
For the coming year, 12 ofAfghanistan's provinces — mainly in the central and northern regions
— are likely to remain poppy-free, and decreases
recorded elsewhere in the east, north and northeast "may result in an overall decrease in poppy
cultivation in 2008," the report said.
Nearly a third ofvillages said they hadreceived
cash advances from drug traffickers to grow poppy. All respondents in the southern region and
72 percent in the west said they paid taxes to
anti-government entities, including mullahs, local
commanders and the Taliban, the report said.
The U.N. report suggested "effective prevention campaigns and eradication efforts" could
help control spring cultivation and rid more regions ofthe crop.
The Senlis Council international policy think
tank said, however, that the report showed current
approaches were ineffective and counterproductive.
"You need short-term economic incentives and
solutions, such as trying to make use ofthe poppy
crop for medicinal use, and producing crops with
a high market value, such as saffron," said Jorrit
Kamminga, Senlis' director ofpolicy research.
However, none ofAfghanistan's legal crops —
such as maize, rice or cotton — can match the income from opium poppies, estimated at US$2,024
per acre, the report said.
In addition to opium, the survey found an increase in cannabis cultivation, with 18 percent of
villages planning to grow it in 2008, compared
with 13 percent last year, when some 172,970
acres ofcannabis crops were cultivated.
Christina Gynna Oguz, a U.N. representative
in Afghanistan, said the study suggested officials
should offer incentives to farmers in the more secure north not to grow poppy.
But in the south, officials have to face an alliance between drug traffickers, corrupt officials,
and insurgents.
"So there you will have to fight all these three
elements, meaning that you must have much more
emphasis on interdiction and fighting corruption,"
she said.
The report was issued as Tokyo hosted an annual international conference on the country's reconstruction on Tuesday and Wednesday.
The 24-member Joint Coordinating and Monitoring Board monitors the Afghanistan Compact,
a five-year blueprint to promote security, the rule
oflaw, human rights and development.

...

...

ATKINS, Ark. (AP) — Authorities
went door-to-door trying to find additional victims of tornadoes that
killed at least 27 people, ripped the
roof off a shopping mall and blew
apart warehouses as they tore across
four states.
The dead included 13 people in
Tennessee, 11 in Arkansas, and a
mother and father who died in Kentucky with their adult daughter.
Those killed in Arkansas included another set of parents, who died
with their 11-year-old in Atkins,
about 60 miles northwest of Little
Rock.
The family died from trauma
when the storm their home "took
a direct hit" from the storm, Pope
County Coroner Leonard Krout
said.
"Neighbors and friends who
were there said, 'There used to be a
home there,'" Krout said.
The twisters, which also
slammed Mississippi, were part of
a line of storms that raged across
the nation's midsection at the end
of the Super Tuesday primaries in
several states.

As the extent of the damage

quickly became clear, candidates
including Hillary Rodham Clinton,
Barack Obama and Mike Huckabee
paused in their victory speeches to
remember the victims.
Northeast ofNashville, Tenn., a
spectacular fire erupted at a natural
gas pumping station northeast of
Nashville that authorities said could
have been damaged by the storms.
An undetermined number ofpeople
were reported dead.
Eight students were trapped in
a battered dormitory at Union University in Jackson, Tenn., until they
were finally freed.
Well after nightfall Tuesday,
would-be rescuers went through
shattered homes in Atkins, a town
of 3,000 near the Arkansas River.
Around them, power lines snaked
along streets and a deep-orange
pickup truck rested on its side. A
navy blue Mustang with a demolished front end was marked with
spray paint to show it had been
searched.
Outside one damaged home,
horses whinnied in the darkness,
looking up only when a flashlight
reached their eyes. A ranch home
stood unscathed across the street
from a concrete slab that had supported the house where the family

of three died

Gov. Mike Beebe planned to tour
Atkins on Wednesday.
In Memphis, high winds collapsed the roof of a Sears store at
a mall. Debris that included bricks
and air conditioning units was scattered on the parking lot, where about
two dozen vehicles were damaged.
A few people north of the mall
took shelter under a bridge and
were washed away, but they were
pulled out of the Wolf River with
only scrapes, said Steve Cole ofthe
Memphis Police Department.
In Mississippi, Desoto County
Sheriff's Department Cmdr. Steve
Atkinson said a twister shredded
warehouses in an industrial park in
the city of Southaven, just south of
Memphis.
"It ripped the warehouses apart.
The best way to describe it is it
looks like a bomb went off," Atkinson said.
The power was knocked out
briefly at a Little Rock convention
hall that hosted a watch party for
Huckabee, a former Arkansas governor seeking the GOP nomination
for president.
"While we hope tonight is a time
for us to celebrate election results,
we are reminded that nothing is as

Americans hit the
polls overseas
Voters excited over Clinton-Obama race
BY GREGORY KATZ
ASSOCIATEDPRESS WRITER
LONDON (AP) — Americans seeking a
change in foreign policy and a new national image abroad flocked to churches
in Rome, town halls in England and an
Irish pub in Hong Kong on Tuesday to
vote in a Democrats Abroad primary.
The voting will determine who gets
the 11 votes allocated to Democrats
Abroad at the Democratic National
Convention in August. The group is allowing online voting — a first for voters overseas
one week,

— that will continue for

Porchester Hall in central London
was jammed with high-spirited voters
Tuesday evening as rival groups backing HillaryRodham Clinton andBarack
Obama chanted and waved banners for
theircandidates.
Republicans, meanwhile, made their
Super Tuesday choices known through
absentee ballots and predicted their
party would unite behind whomever
is nominated and keep control of the
White House.
Most Democrats abroad focused on
the razor's edge contest between Clinton and Obama.
"I'm voting for Hillary. I'd like to
see a woman in the White House," said
Alison Kurke, who was first in line to
vote at the American Episcopal Church
ofSt. Paul's in Rome.
"I think she can hit the ground running. She's got the experience, she's
got the brains."
But James McGuire, a 24-year-old
Web site developer from Massachusetts
who traveled to Rome from the Umbrian town of Orvieto, favored Obama.
"I think it's one ofthe most important inyears," he said ofthe 2008 election. "If we do not get Barack Obama
in the presidency, then we will have
two families for over 20 years in the
American political system. And I think
that's unacceptable."
Americans voting overseas on Super Tuesday said they were particularly
influenced by the candidates' foreign
policy credentials.
Democrats said they wanted a president who would steer the U.S. away
from the Bush administration's foreign
policies, which have alienated many allies.

"We need a dramatic change in tone

and tenor, and we need someone who
truly, genuinely understands other cultures and can project that to the world,"
said Clifford Aron, 50, a businessman
from Brooklyn who lives in Warsaw,
Poland.

Turnout for the Democrats Abroad
primary was expected to be high and
results will be announced later this
month
Robert Bell of Democrats Abroad
in Canada said he voted online. He expects arecord turnout in Canada, in part
because ofthe online option. He said an
independent company is managing the
online vote.
"It's quite secure," Bell said. "Each

participant who is on our database is

given a random number with which
they can access this third party site
and then they have to sign in with the
particular information that they would
know, so I feel it's quite secure."
Because of unreliable mail service
in certain countries, many Democrats
were excited about using the Internet
to be sure their vote would be counted, said Christine Schon Marques,
the International Chair of Democrats
Abroad.
But Mary Wilson, president of the
League of Women Voters, warned that
the new system could lead to confusion
in the general elections when online
voting is not an option.
"They're creating this new system
for voting in the primaries outside
of the system that will be used in the
general election," said Wilson, adding
that voters must not forget they need to
fill out absentee ballots for the general
election.
Republicans Abroad did not have
live or online voting. Republicans
Abroad U.K. chairman Miki Bowman
conceded the Democrats seem more
energized now but predicted this would
change after the candidates are chosen.
"I think our candidates are much
less polarizing than the Democratic
candidates and we're confident whoever gets nominated has the likelihood
ofwinning the presidency," she said.
Mary Jo Jacobi, a longtime Londoner and former adviser to Ronald Reagan and George H.W Bush, predicted
the GOP would get a lift if Clinton is
nominated.

"The party might be at a loss right
now as to who to nominate, but Hillary

Clinton is a galvanizing force and if
she's at the top ofthe ticket you can be
assured there will be a strong Republican turnout," said Jacobi.
U.S. voters who want to vote in the
primaries of their home states may do
so by absentee ballot, with the deadline
for voting varying from state to state.
For most Super Tuesday primary states,
the deadline was Tuesday.
The Democrats Abroad voting started at the stroke ofmidnight in Indonesia, where Obama lived as a child.
In Hong Kong, Tim Fletcher, an assistant professor from North Carolina,
was among about 200 Americans who
cast ballots after work in a downtown
Irish bar.

"After the past eight years of total
trouble in the U.S., both internationally
and domestically, I think it's important
(to vote)," Fletcher said, sipping his
pint ofbeer after voting for Clinton.
Dozens ofpeople stopped by a polling both in downtown Tokyo.
"I love that we get to cast the first
votes on the Super Tuesday primary
day," said Lauren Shannon, a Pennsylvanianative and chairwoman of Democrats Abroad in Japan.
"I see a significant difference between concerns of voters abroad and
at home, and I feel we should have an
individual voice."

important as the lives ofthese fellow Arkansans, and our hearts go
out to their families," Huckabee
said.
At the W.J. Matthews Civic Center in Atkins, a shelter was empty
except for American Red Cross volunteers and a single touch-screen
voting machine.
The civic center had hosted an
election precinct earlier Tuesday.
Traffic was snarled on nearby Interstate 40, with tractor-trailers on
their sides.

Officials do not know what
started a fire at the Columbia Gulf
Natural Gas pumping station near
Green Grove, about 40 miles from
Nashville.
The blaze could be seen in the
night sky for miles around, with
flames snooting "400, 500 feet in
the air," said Tennessee Emergency
Management spokesman Donnie
Smith.
The couple killed withtheir adult
daughter were in their mobile home
near Greenville in western Kentucky when a tornado went through
their trailer park.
On Jan. 8, tornadoes were reported in Arkansas, Illinois, Missouri, Oklahoma and Wisconsin.
Two died in the Missouri storms.
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FUNKY FRESH Just Be in downtown Greensboro doesn't push customers in any particular direction offeringan unique blend of alternative items.

Just Be the definition of the indie art shop
BY MIA HOWARD
THE A&T REGISTER

Just Be is a shop that specializes in inspirational goods.
95 percent of all their goods
are hand made and one third of
those items are crafted by artist
throughout Greensboro. There
is a ceramics section where
brown bowls and plates areon
sale near mugs displaying "truth
messages." When entering the
shop, customers are greeted by
multi-colored wind chimes in
various sizes and shapes. These
wind chimes are accompanied

by handcrafted heart ornaments
and other glass art that also
range in size and color. Among
other things are antique picture
frames, key chains, artsy thank
you cards, incense, oil perfume
and journal books On the walls
is a plethora ofart including Folk
art, images of Mary the mother
of Jesus and crosses made out
of glass and wood. Their best
selling item are the motivational
pieces on the walls with poems
written underneath a picture of
the Moon.
Renee Kloefkorn, the man-

ager says "a many students

come in and buy jewelry items."

On sale are unique earrings
made out of different types of
rock. Jewelry pieces are also
sold separately including rocks,
beads and mini-crosses at their
working jewelry studio where
customers come in to customize
their own jewelry.
This eclectic shop sells world
music as well; the various genres
are Latin Reggae, American
Folk, Salsa, French Cafe, New
Orleans, Latin Jazz and Celtic
Crossroads. There is a wooden
oval shaped calendar painted
blue with a yellow Moon smil-

ing. Small pegs are used on this
calendar to indicate the date.
Towards the back of the store
are vintage shirts and dresses
named, "Pretty Birdie." Just Be,
owned by Christina Brown has
been established for two-years,
but has been downtown at 352
N. Elm Street for only one year.
From Monday to Thursday Just
Be is open from 10am to 6pm.
On Friday and Saturday operating hours are from 10 a.m. to 9
p.m.

For more information on this

cool business call them at (336)

Literacy Grants
WffSpranted to members to fund ongoing literacy
projects or create new initiatives

-

All applications will be accepted in 202 Marteeiia
Hall through Friday February 8,2008, by 4pm.
Contact Dr. Janis Oldham, 285-2084
■

HEYYOU!
Contributors Meetings every
Wednesday @ 5 p.m. in NCB 328A

274-2212.

Words of Wisdom
live in all of us.
How will you share yours?

•Til?

Alltel Retail Stores

High Point
Palladium Shop Ctr. | (336) 841-0107

Asheboro
1214-D E. Dixie Dr. j(336) 626-0744

Kernersville
950 S. Main St. | (336) 993-3810

» TheseRetail Stores Now Open Sunday

•
Burlington
• 2475 S. Church St. | (336) 229-2500

Greensboro
411 -A Pisgah Church Rd. | (336) 286-3245
1603 Highwoods Blvd. j (336) 235-2312
1312-105 Bridford Pkwy. j (336) 235-4867
3121 Kathleen Ave. | (336) 292-9906

••

•
Reidsville
• 1560Freeway Dr. j (336) 348-9916
Summerfield
4548 U.S. Hwy. 220 N. | (336) 644-7048

Thomasville
1033 Randolph St | (336) 476-0261

For Business & Government Accounts call 1-866-WLS-BIZZ or visit alltelbusiness.com

Winston-Salem
340 Summit Square Blvd. | (336) 377-2522
536 Hanes Mall Blvd. | (336) 760-5333

Eden

Shop at a participating retailer:

Greensboro
Cellular Plus I (336) 282-1006

••

Equipment & promotional offers at these
locations may vary.

Asheboro
3-D Wireless j (336) 625-8722
One-Stop Cellular | (336) 629-6363
Burlington

Cellular Plus I (336) 584-6379
One-Stop Cellular ((336) 538-1226

One-Stop Cellular\ (336) 627-5200
Post Office Etc. | (336| 623-7999
One-Stop Cellular 11336)316-1020
High Point

Cellular Plus I (336) 885-5060
One-Stop Cellular | (336) 885-0084

Parcom | (336) 434-2143
Lexington

Randleman
3-D Wireless | (336) 498-6677

WAlAMART

Reidsville
One-Stop Cellular | (336) 616-1530

Proud Sponsor of:

Winston-Salem
ABC Phones of NC, Inc. | (336) 768-7866
One-Stop Cellular I (336) 774-1590
Simply Wireless | (336) 794-1999
Wilson Comm. |(336)778-1800

ACC

Davidson Comm. | (336) 238-2105

to
No purchase necessary toenter or win. Must be 17or older, a legalresident and citizen of the 50 United States (including theDistrict of Columbia), and a current, full-time student in good standing or a high school seniorwho has been accepted to a participatingcollege/university. For thelist of participating institutions,refer www.alltel.
com/wordsofwisdom. Promotion starts January 28, 2008 and ends March 1,2008. ©2008Alltel. All rights reserved.
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Black college students face Thug mentality fine for
crisis of moral purpose
Tupac, not college guys
BY ROBERT M. FRANKLIN
BLACK COLLEGE WIRE

During my freshman year
at Morehouse College, I was
shocked to discover more
than a few brothers who were
not serious about learning and
community service.
Weren't we all here, after
all, to take up and continue Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr.'s unfinished mission?
It did not take long to identify the smaller percentage of
the student body that seemed to
appreciate the privilege of this
experience.
At a time when many young
men our age were being drafted

into the military and shipped to
Vietnam, and with the echo of
the tumultuous decade of the
'60s still ringing in our ears,
here were Morehouse men behaving like the stereotypical
frat boys of the leisure class.
They partied all night,
smuggled women into the dormitories, consumed drugs and
engaged in fights against rival
schools as well as young men
in the surrounding neighborhood

After uproarious weekends,
these same young men would
sleep late into Sunday afternoons. The small number of us
who were up for Sunday worship services walked through
dorm halls that resembled
deathly quiet catacombs, tombs
of the purposeless.
It would not be fair to simply indict these students as
purposeless without noting
that their previous schools, the
larger society and its most visible leaders share in the failure
to inspire and challenge young
people to discoverand embrace
higher purposes.
At a time when the "culture
of narcissism" was and is corrupting and destroying a culture of civic virtue and public
service, students may be up
against much larger cultural
forces than they can oppose
without support.
This is where the entire
culture of black colleges must
be mobilized to instill virtues
like personal sacrifice for the
greater good. This is precisely
what Bishop Daniel Alexander
Payne, WE.B. Du Bois, Mary
McLeod Bethune, Mordecai
Wyatt Johnson and Benjamin
Mays sought to promote.
Mays, who as Morehouse
president from 1940 to 1967
was one of the most extraordinary and influential black
college presidents of the 20th
century, noted that there have
always been some college students who were "not with the
program."
And it seems naive and unrealistic to suggest that college
students should not enjoy their
time in school. On weekends, I
partied with the best ofthem on
campus and had a great time.
Party culture and frivolity
are and always will be a part
of the college experience of
testing the limits of increased

freedom and autonomy from
parents.
But in recent years, I have
become more profoundly disturbed by what appears to be a
deeper crisis ofmoral purpose
among contemporary black
college students.
With the possible exception
of explicit religious colleges,
campus cultures of indulgence
are a fact oflife, but I think that
we are witnessing a lowering
ofthe threshold ofappropriate
behavior that is contrary to the
liberating purposes of education.
Consider these examples.
First, during the 1990s and for
several years thereafter, black
college and high school students gathered in Atlanta each
spring break for a rolling street
festival known as "Freaknik."
The event involved cruising
along the city's busiest streets
and highways in amazing vehicles that no student should
have been able to afford. I
wondered, "Where'd they get
the money? Did they also receive financial aid?"
Often, the cars stopped and
people jumped out to dance
in the street to the thunderous
tones of the car stereo or play
musical chairs as they jumped
into a different vehicle to make
new friends and who knows
what else?
As the practice grew, it began to alienate Atlanta's white
and black middle classes, who
demanded that the mayor halt
the practice.
I recall discussing the. issue with otherAtlanta University Center presidents at our
monthly Presidents Council. In
our wisdom, we thought that if
our schools sponsored official
concerts, we could get the students offthe streets, out ofthe
cars and onto our campuses.
Wrong!

We failed to understand
that part of the power of the
Freaknik phenomenon and hiphop culture in general was that
it was student generated, semispontaneous, and resistant to
being packaged for adult control and satisfaction.
We have seen a similar
phenomenon in the growing
popularity ofblogging, instant
message word-of-mouth advertising, and virus marketing.
This may be an important lesson for the village as it seeks
to mobilize these same young
people to serve village renewal
purposes.

Eventually, Atlanta's mayor
(Bill Campbell) came down on
Freaknik and the official event
migrated to Daytona Beach.
But much of the wild party
culture of violence and aggressive sexuality remained lodged
in Atlanta campuses and elsewhere.

The second event was the
tragic and much-publicized
violent attack by a Morehouse
College student toward another
student whom he accused of
staring at him in the shower.
This case received national

attention as the issue ofblack
homophobia, the extent of
Morehouse's black gay culture, and the school's commitment to protecting the rights of
all students came under intense
scrutiny.
During the same period,
Morehouse's Center for Ethical Leadership, led by theologian WalterFluker, convened a
meeting to promote the idea of
ethical leaders.
In his presentation, Morehouse alumnus John Wilson, a
senior administrator at George
Washington University, suggested that the college was not
sufficiently intentional and aggressive about its mission to
inculcate values in students
and that it might be losing its
esteem in the eye ofthe larger
village.

Following the crisis surrounding the campus attack,
Morehouse president Walter
Massey convened a "blue ribbon committee" that included
Harvard University minister
Peter Gomes and diversity expert Dr. Roosevelt Thomas.
The group studied and discussed the examples of other
institutions that have grappled
with the issues of respecting
sexual diversity on campus,
and issued a report that has led
to a new emphasis on tolerance
during the new student orientation. The attacker continues
to serve his sentence and, in
2006, he and his victim met in
court for a hearing to reduce
the sentence.

Despite the school's many
constructive steps to prevent
future student and sexual violence, the fact that one student
could beat a fellow student
with a baseball bat suggests
that a new culture of violence
has seeped into the hallowed
halls of learning.
additional
Subsequently,
incidents of violence, murder
and rape surfaced in the Atlanta University Center that
underscored the presence of a
new "thug" and "gangsta" subculture on many campuses.
This subculture must be
challenged and rooted out lest
the public lose good will and
confidence in black schools.
These negative behaviors must
not be excused or tolerated.
They threaten the very future
of the institutions that the village needs for its health.
The challenge both to the
colleges and to the village is
how we can transform the culture of purposelessness and
redirect those energies into village renewal.
The key to repairing the
problems inside HBCUs lies
in reaching and nurturing children long before they graduate
from high school. Purposeless college students probably
didn't acquire the bad habits
when they arrived on campus,
they brought them along.
Therefore, schools must
become centers for both intellectual and character development. Every school.
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BY CORBIN ROBINSON
BLACK COLLEGE WIRE
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BY STEPHANIE ROGERS
BLACK COLLEGE WIRE
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The view is clearer from 'Space'
embarrass me and you don't
embarrass the university. I tell
them that you're an ambassador

Track & Field Head Coach Roy'Spaceman'Thompson
looks at the program's future through the past
BY MALCOLM S.EUSTACHE
THE A&T REGISTER

At first glance, it would seem
as if he were disengaged.

With the trademark beanie
firmly cocked on his head, he
stands off at a distance while the
track & fieldathletes go through
their practice routines under the
immediate watch of their assistant coaches.

But the 'Spaceman' is looking
through a lens unique to him.
A lens fogged with the residue
of deep-south segregation and
smeared with the tears of Vietnam; A&T's head track & field
coach Roy 'Spaceman' Thompson is viewing through the viel
of American history.
"I grew up in segregation,"
said Spaceman. "Fortunately, I
had some good mentors, great
teachers, and good coaches. A
couple of my coaches who are
now deceased were Aggie alums and they steered me here to
North Carolina A&T."
It was just 1964 when Thompson walked onto the campus of
what was then the Negro Agricultural and Technical College of North Carolina by act
of the NC General Assembly as
a freshman. And although the
Burlington, NC native had a successful athletic career at Jordan
Sullivan High School excelling
at baseball, football, and track,
he attended A&T College with
no scholarship. He was forced
to go against the grain as a walk
on and prove his abilities.
But instead ofresorting to raw
talent, he turned to his past as
inspiration.
"We didn't have a large family and didn't have a lot athletes
in the family," said Spaceman.
" I grew up in the country and I
always was jumping orrunning
somewhere. Whenever I was
asked to go to the grocery store
I would run. If there was a ditch,
I would jump it."
Spending the first semester of
his freshman year of college to
focus on academics, Thompson
did not go out for the track team
until 1965, immediately earning
himself a scholarship. He also
earned himself a nickname that
would last a lifetime.
"When I went to A&T I was a

for North Carolina A&T. You're
not only representing yourself,
you'rerepresenting the students,
the faculty, and the alumni."
That loyalty to the blue-andgold has been echoed through
actions as he has won one indoor MEAC Championship,
four outdoor MEAC Championships and has dished out 65
individual MEAC Champions
including five All-Americans.
It is now 2008, some 40 years
since those riots that that sent
Thompson overseas. But for
the Spaceman, nothing has

long jumper/triple jumper," said
Spaceman. "As I started jumping they said that I looked like
a 'Martian' when I was long
jumping. The 'Martian' turned
into a 'Spaceman'. I wasn't big
enough to contest everyone who
wanted to call me that at the
time so I let it go. The name has

stuck with me from then until
now."
And so the legend had begun.

The man who nearly chose to
attend North Carolina Central, a
school that was a track & field
powerhouse at the time, vividly
remembers the obstacles his
track team was forced to conquer.
"The track program compared
to today was very talented, but
had a lot less money and a lot
less equipment," said Spaceman. " We didn't have a track.
We had a cinder and clay track
that we practiced on."
In fact, the track team did not
have any home track meets until 2003 with the construction of
one of the best tracks in the region with the Irwin-Belk Track.
On the road, the effects of
segregation were brutally felt,
as A&T's track team could not
eat in any restaurants. They
were also forced to sleep on the
campus of the opposing team,
in their gymnasium or under the
stadium entirely because there
were no hotels that would accommodate them.
In most cases, these places that
they attempted to get some rest
had no heat, so the team had to
use Army blankets to cover up.
But for Spaceman, it wouldn't
be his last time in uncomfortable
sleeping situations with only an
Army blanket for warmth.
The 1960's were arguably the
most turbulent time in American
history. In the wake of the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr., the frustration of the
treatment ofAfrican-Americans
in this country had bubbled over
and peaked. In 1968, the deferments were lifted from all of
the male students at the newly
named North Carolina Agricultural & Technical State University and Spaceman was drafted
into the United States military.
However, even the horrors of
Vietnam could not keep the him

changed.

Junior sprinter Alexandria
Spruiel, a recent MEAC Athlete
of the Week, broke the school
record in the women's 500 meter with a time of 1:12.70 at the
Virginia Tech Indoor Invitational. She has also broken two
other school records this season.
Junior hurdlerLoreal Smith also
broke the school record in the
women's 55-meter hurdles with
a time 7.91.
On the men's side sophomore
sprinter Calesio Newman, sophomore distance runner Travanni
Jett, and senior sprinter Robert
Martin have excelled so far on
the season.

"I'm real proud of the team
and they're really learning all of
the technical things about how
to become a good track athlete,"
said Assistant Coach James
Daniels, who has been a part
of the Aggie track program for
7 seasons. "Our track and field
PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL • THE A&T REGISTER
program is running in the right
direction. Coach Thompson has
ROY'SPACEMAN'THOMPSON is, not onlykeeping his eyesfixated on what he notices in practice, but his heartis also bent on turning the already
the moral and ethical standards
that have allowed us to be a
prominent A&T track & field team intoa national powerhouse.
great team."
So as the Spaceman stands
from gravitating towards the Carolina AAU Championship, what 1 would have done."
distant at moments dureerily
1980,
In
as
the
Spaceman
brought
track
he participated in the and winning the Duke Relays
practice, no one is closer
the
ing
his
talents
to
the
helm
of
the
Army's track programs.
one year.
to
the
of A&T's track and
pride
program.
Aggies track & field
Spending three years in the
It was afterwards when he befield
than
he
is. Though he may
was
a
for
him
death,
he
reIt
fitting
place
midst of life and
gan building his reputation as a
to give back to the school, that own a name that eludes to outer
turned to the States on a mission coach.
to not only excel as an athlete,
"I started working at Dudley he feels he owes anything and space, within him pumps blood
but also give others an opportuHigh School and Grimsley High everything. It is apparent in the of blue-and-gold.
Sometimes destiny overcomes
nity to share in his accomplishSchool," said Spaceman. "I amount of degrees in his family
uniEver so often, peradversity.
ments.
the
name
of
the
started some youth programs in that carry
Graduating in 1974 with a the city and started a track club versity. His wife, son, daughter, sistence overwhelms prejudice.
and sister all have degrees from And once in a while exposure
degree in political science and called the Greensboro ChampiA&T,
went
on
with his son and sister conquers the unknown.
to ons for kids in the area, giving
history, Thompson
But rarely do the stars align
make his mark as an A&T track them an opportunity to find out also earning masters degrees at
for all three of these phenomena
icon compiling Ail-American what track and field was at a the HBCU.
to happen simultaneously. And
"A&T has been the cornerhonors during his career, All- young age. I feel like if I'd have
CIAA honors two years in a been given that opportunity at stone of my life and my family," never do they ever occur in any
row, winning the NCAA Easta young age there's no telling said Spaceman. "My pet peeve I other place but 'Space.'
tell my athletes is that you don't
ern Regional, winning the North

Aggies win HBCU swimming championship

IA!R EXTENSIONS AND BRAIDS

PHOTO BY MICHAEL SIMMONS

SIGNE WALDBAUER helped the Aggies swim theirway to victory over Howard and FAMU.

BYSTACIE BAILEY
THE A&T REGISTER

On Saturday, the A&T women's swim team won the HBCU
championship for the 2007-2008
season. The ninth year coach for
the Aggies, Shawn Hendrix,
brought the team to a victory,
which they hadn't won since the
2005.

Despite the difficulties experienced by each of the teams,
Howard's loss of pool use and
FAMU's changes in coaches,
the three teams made their way
to the meet in hopes of a win.
"We are a small team in numbers but not small in heart," said
Hendrix. The swimmers got off
to a good start winning the medley relay, swimming at theirbest
time of the year.
Top scorers for the Aggies
included senior, Gia Wright,
junior Donielle Campbell and
sophomores Vinetae Wynn and
Jewel Wright. At the end of the
meet, it was Wynn and Wright

who tied for the title of MVP,
both scoring 17 points.
Junior print journalism major,
Aasiya Townsell, a native from
Cincinnati, Ohio and free swimmer on the team reflects on her
experience at the meet. "We
have fast swimmers, a lot of
people just don't know." If they
didn't know then, they know
now just how good the Aggie
swimmers are. With attendants
nearly filling up the stands, the
energy of the team, according
to Coach Hendrix, was nothing
less than Aggie Pride.
During the banquet following the meet, senior, Gia
Wright, was awarded the news
of becoming the assistant swim
coach for next season beginning
in fall 2008. However, she was

'
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Center
Close to campus!
709 East Market Street
Suite 200B
Greensboro, NC 27401
David Gibson, DC
1994, Chiropractic Graduate, Dallas, Texas
1986, The Ohio State University, BS Mechanical
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Author, Lecturer, Health Care Practitioner

Same Day Appointments
Office Shuttle Transportation Available
No Auto Injury Payments Expected Until Final
Settlement
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unavailable to comment.
As newcomers to the Coastal

Collegiate Swimming Association, the Aggies get ready for
the Championship Conference,
which is said to begin in three
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Don't Wait and Suffer in Pain.
Call 336-274-2520 to schedule an appointment
today.
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Pirates sink Aggies streaking ship

RUNDOWN
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

BY MALCOLM S. EUSTACHE
THE A&T REGISTER

"That's unfair that we should
have to rely on them to hit 6 or
7 three's a game to win."
The Aggies converted on just

An old saying in sports is that
records are made to be broken.

15 of 50 shots from the field
and were 4 of 21 from 3-point
range. But the game may have
been decided in the paint and at

On Monday night, in front of
thousands offans and a national
television audience on ESPNU,
the Pirates of Hampton University proved to A&T that streaks

the line.
Hampton's big, physical play

are as well.
Cruising on the waves of a six
game winning streak, the lon-

on the inside seemed to frusAggies defensively
and disrupt them offensively.
Although the Aggies did outrebound the Pirates, they had
trouble converting on close
shots near the basket. The Aggies freshman forward Thomas
Coleman recorded his first career double-double with 10
points and grabbing 10 boards.
"You must make your lay-ups,
be able to attack the paint and
finish baskets, and we haven't
gotten that from our big people
this year on a consistent basis
at all," said Coach Eaves. "We
just did not execute and attack
the rim. We have to become,
more physical in the paint."
The Saturday prior, poor
shooting was not in the equation for A&T versus the Howard University Bison. The
Aggies shot a clip under 50
percent from the field and a
scorching hot 65 percent from
3-point range on their way to a
72-56 victory at Corbett.
Howard shot 51 percent from
the field behind a 19-point effort by forward Randy Hamptrate the

gest in the MEAC at the time,
the men of blue-and-gold had
their streaking ship pierced by
the Pirates and were not able
to plug the holes of defeat fast
enough as they loss 68-52.
"Hampton
played
well,
stayed to their game plan, and
hit enough big shots to keep
that little cushion," said A&T's
head coach Jerry Eaves. "It was
[Vincent] Simpson and [Rashad] West who hit just enough
three's, but they hit the ones
they had to have."
West, who came into the game
fifth in the conference in points
per game, was the game's leading scorer with 17 points on 3
of 8 shooting from beyond the
arc including the first basket of
the ball game. A&T never led.
The man who stands behind
him at sixth in the conference
in scoring, Aggie guard Steven Rush who was named the
MEAC Player of the Week, had
a rough shooting night scoring
7 points and going just 2 of 11
from the field.
A&T guard Austin Ewing,
who has been on fire from deep
PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL • THE A&T REGISTER
the previous two games, netAUSTIN
EWING
and
the
look
to
to
Aggies
get
8
of
back
their winning ways versus Florida A&M
10 from long range,
ting
had a mediocre shooting night
"Hopefully, we'll get to where won't be so much pressure on
in comparison to his recent outwe
start to convert on our lay- Steve and Austin to hit perimings scoring 10 points on 2 for
10 shooting from 3-point land. ups, and then at that time there eter shots," said Coach Eaves.

Lady Aggies roll over No. 2 Hampton

ton

"We have more than one

weapon," said junior forward
Ed Jones. "Usually [teams] are
going to be focused on Steve
and Austin. But when they see
that other people are hitting
from the perimeter they're all
confused because they don't

know who's going to shoot
next."

And it was those "other people" who provided the spark for
the Aggies as the starters got
out to a slow start in the first
half. The surge of energy was
led by Jones' 16-points on 5 for
7 shooting from the floor.
Rush led all scorers with 24
points on 8 of 11 shooting,
while Ewing dropped 16-points
and 3 assists.
A&T was plagued by the usual offensive lull in the second
half and the seemingly inevitable run by the opposing team.
But as they had done in the
previous few games, they were
able to gather their composure
and pull together to hold off the
Bison.
"I would like for us to be more
fluent and score consistently on
the offensive end, but you have
to deal with the cards you're
dealt that day," said Coach
Eaves. "Even with the offensive slow down we still scored
72 points. We did not give in.
We continued to play good defense which made them have to
score slowly. It made it difficult
to make a quick run."
Consistency is something
that will be key for the men of
blue-and-gold as they regroup
for a two-game Florida roadtrip beginning in Tallahassee
with the Florida A&M Rattlers
in a game that could have significant conference standing
implications. They will follow
that up with a battle at Daytona
Beach versus the Wildcats of
Bethune-Cookman.

THE A&T REGISTER

Every home success for the

A&T women's basketball usually results in a team groove.
The Lady Aggies surely gave

head coach Patricia Cage-Bibbs
a worthwhile post game dance
after they decimated her former
team Hampton University 73-41
in Corbett Sports Center.
"Coming into this game I was
really concerned because Hampton is the number two team in
the conference and number one
rebounding team," said Bibbs.
"It is really difficult when you
have to play them knowing they
run the same system."
Bibbs coached at Hampton
for seven seasons following a
12-year stint with her alma mater Grambling State University.
"I am so proud of these young
ladies. They knew that number
one spot was on the line and if
Hampton would have gotten it
they would have been in first
place," said Bibbs.
At least four players finished
in double figures for the Lady
Aggies for the third consecutive

MEAC

Morgan State
North Carolina A&T
Hampton
MD Eastern Shore
Delaware State
South Carolina State
Coppin State
Bethune Cookman
Norfolk State

Howard
THIS WEEK'S GAMES:
Saturday
vs. Florida A&M

Tallahassee,FL
2 p.m.
Monday

vs. Bethune-Cookman

Daytona Beach, FL.
5:30 p.m.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
TEAM

MEAC

Florida A&M
South Carolina State
Bethune-Cookman
Howard
Coppin State
MD Eastern Shore

4-4
3-5
2-6
1-8
0-8

THIS WEEK'S GAMES:
Saturday
vs. Florida A&M

Tallahassee, FL.
4 p.m.
Monday

vs. Bethune-Cookman
Daytona Beach, FL.
7:30 p.m.

NEWS & NOTES

signingday party on Wednesday, February
6 from the Alumni Event Center. It is the
beginning of a campaign that hopes to see
a victory after two straight winless seasons.

less in the MEAC.

News from around the world of sports
even better Hoosiers team went
into the tournament unbeaten
and lost a regional final to
Kentucky. If nothing else, that
example should provide some
enouragement to Belichick as
he went back to work in the
wake of the Giants giant upset
win over the Patriots in Super

Bowl
PHOENIX —The fastest, flashi-

in the NBA could be
getting a lot slower but much
larger because of a blockbuster
trade few could have seen coming. Shaquille O'Neal is reportedly heading for the desert.
est team

Junior forward Brittanie
Taylor-James led the way with
18 points, while sophomore
Ta'Wuana Cook and junior Amber Bland both recorded 14 respectively.

kets.

PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL • THE A&T REGISTER
AMBER BLAND, NANCY REMBERT, AND AHMAD WILLIAMS showoff theirdancing skills to
thecrowd at Corbett in byperforming what is becoming a traditionaftera victory over Hampton.

In earlieraction this past weekend, the Lady Aggies earned a

sists.

Qinznos

An emotional halftime trib-

former Lady Aggies may
similar easy 93-58 victory over have added fuel to A&T's halfHoward University Saturday at time surge.
home.
Haljma Cotwright, a former
The Lady Bison trailedby only center (1995-98), and Yolanda Bennett who served as the
11 at halftime, but the highly intense defense of A&T proven team's manager in earlier years,
likewise too much pressure for both passed away within days of
Howard.
each other recently.
"Our coach always tells us we
"They are true pioneers of
are the hunted," said Taylor- the program. They talked to
James. "You have to go into evthe ladies before the game, and
ery game as if you have somethe things they said Were truly
thing to prove. It's not going to inspirational. When the past
get any easier. It's going to get comes back like that, you really
harder because everyone wants want to show them the program
to be the first to knock us off."
is in good shape," said Bibbs.
Cook led all scorers with 22,
The women will visit Florida
while Bland nearly completed A&M Saturday at 2 p.m. and
a triple-double with 15 points, Bethune-Cookman Monday at
eight rebounds, and seven as- 5:30 p.m.

OVR

Morgan State
Hampton
Norfolk State
North Carolina A&T
Delaware State

game.

Senior Nancy Rembert almost
documented a double-double
after pulling down nine boards
and 13 points.
The Lady Aggies shot 44 percent from the field while nailing
30 points off turnovers and 34
in the paint.
A&T opened the first half of
the second period on a 21-7 run,
and never allowed the Lady Pirates within 24 after obtaining a
12-pointlead at halftime.
"We wanted to keep the defensive pressure on them knowing
that they were prone to turnovers," said Bibbs. "Of course
we had separate turnovers ourselves and that was not to be
expected, but when you have so
many people in foul trouble, and
you're constantly rotating in and
out it's almost expected."
The blue and gold held Hampton leading scorer Rachel Butler without a field goal and one
player to double figures in bas-

OVR,

Football There second-annual football

The Aggies return home on
Saturday, Feb. 16 at 4 p.m. to
welcome the UMES Shore
Hawks who are currently win-

UNDATED —There's plenty Bill
Belichick can learn from Bob
Knight's departure. Knight's
perfect season came more than
three decades ago, when his
1976 Indiana basketball team
went 32-0 and beat Michigan
in the NCAA championship
game. It came a year after an

BY DANIEL HENDERSON

TEAM
North Carolina A&T

ute to

121 N. Greene St
Greensboro, NC
Phone:(336)333-9334
Fax:(336)333-9335

*10 percent
Student Discount
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PHILADANCO Dances at Aggieland
and beautiful soulful dancing," Edson said
The PHILADANCO dancers opened up
the night with "In Between Time" by African
On
behalf American choreographer Zane A. Booker
music by Chuck Mangione. It began with
of the Lyceum andelegant
an
slow moving ensemble of nine
Series at North dancers
afantasy
world full ofthoughts and
in
Carolina A&T
dreams.
Their
second
piece,"Gate Keepers",
State University, choreographed
Ronald
by
K. Brown with
Donna Bradby, music by Wunmi
with six
Olaiya,
opened
Director ofVisual
dancers
like
soldiers
toward
heaven.
moving
and Performing
Arts, presented With itsAfrican moves, it exuded community,
the Philadelphia courage and celebration.
After intermission, PHILADANCO
Dance Company, performed
"Violin Concerto" choreographed
better known as
Milton
music by Philip Glass.
by
Myers
Philadanco, last It was a beautifulandperformance
filled with
night in Harrison elegant leaps
and strong movements. The
Auditorium
piece, "Enemy Behind the Gates,"
PHILADANCO last
choreographed
by Christopher L. Huggins
has been performing for the past 38 years
and music by Steve Rich, was full of
nationally and internationally.
PHILADANCO uses all different dance high energy and lots ofhigh leaps and
forms. These dancers exemplify much
diversityranging from modern contemporary splits.
When asked what it means to be a part
dance to a little bit of ballet, African dance
of
this dance company, PHILADANCO
even
and
hip-hop.
Joan Myers Brown, founder and executive dancer Devin Roberts, a Philadelphia native,
artistic director, began the company in 1970 responded with great pride.
"It is truly an honor and a blessing. Being
to give African American dancers a chance.
"I started a company because ofthe lack of among this group of very talented dancers is
a privilege and honor."
opportunity for African American dancers."
With its high enerygy and passionate
Brown also founded the International
Conference of Black Dance Companies dancers, PHILADANCO has received high
and International Association of Blacks in praises for their unique performances and
quality.
Dance.
"PHILADANCO's dancers are a miracle
"I was seeing performing opportunities
of
skill and energy. They work in a range
and networks that were being built, but it did
ofidioms most companies don't even try to
not include African Americans."
It is a repertory company, which possess...A company that can do more than
allows the dancers to perform to different just anything...It can represent the possibilites
ofhuman spirit through dance," says Dance
choreographers. Performances include hiphop, neoclassical and jazz. "Our diverse Magazine.
The PHILADANCO dancers are headed
program makes it interesting and more
to Eerie, Pennsylvania. Then they will be
appealing to the audience," Brown said.
Miguel Edson, one ofthe PHILADANCO performing abroad in Germany, Amsterdam,
dancers, has been a part of the company for Hungary and Austria. For more information,
three years and says the audience should you can visit http://www.philadanco.org.
expect things they have never seen before.
"Expect high energy, dangerous moves

BY ASHLEY WITHERS
THE A&T REGISTER

PHOTO BY (LEROY MIKELL) • (A&T REGISTER)
(PHILADANCO DANCER) The dancer was rehearsing onstage at HarrisonAuditorium preparing for the
performance later that night

is a global leader that thrivi s on innovation. Team members' I
are the wellspring of continuous improvement. We've designed excepl
Toyota

programs to give college and university talent the opportunity to becoi

informed addition to our Toyota team. Here's an excellent chance to p;
pate in work that will have an impact on society today, tomorrow and
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Conan, Stewart
and Colbert
unite talk shows

The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
this week in arts
and entertainment

BYJAKECOYLE

m \

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

_

NEW YORK (AP) With teleprompters emptied by the writers strike, Conan O'Brien, Jon
Stewart and Stephen Colbert have been transformed into a bloodthirsty, if well-dressed mob.
The trio appeared on each other's late-night
TV shows Monday in a mock feud over who
"made* Republican presidential candidate Mike

mm ■■■

Huckabee.

The fight began weeks ago, when O'Brien
claimed responsibility for any success of Huckabee's campaign after the former Arkansas governor appeared on his "Late Night" show. Colbert
took offense, having frequently touted the effect
ofthe "Colbert bump" in the polls.
Debating — as Colbert called it — the "transitive property of Huckabee," Stewart was eventually roped in, having hosted O'Brien on his MTV
program "The Jon Stewart Show" in 1994.
And after too many slights (O'Brien called
Colbert the "temporary host" of "The Colbert
Report"), the trio congregated Monday, roaming
across three shows and two networks.
Eventually, blowtorches, bricks, stunt doubles
and even a little dancing were employed.
"My favorite comedy is comedy where nothing is achieved and there is no point," O'Brien
said in a phone interview Tuesday. "That this
whole Huckabee fight turned into an insane Marx
brothers dance was fitting somehow."
Pooling the hosts' combined talents had the
intended upshot of filling time. NBC's "Late
Night" and Comedy Central's "The Daily Show"
and "The Colbert Report" are working without
writers because ofthe strike.
"Nonsense! That was never, ever the point!"
contradicted O'Brien before relenting. "Certainly
it was a source of inspiration. The fight itself is
three people with a box full of props playing for
about an hour."
First, they got together on "The Daily Show,"
which airs earliest at 11 p.m. (EST), followed by
"Colbert" 30 minutes later and "Late Night" at
12:35 a.m.
"You wantto tangle, Red?" Colbert snarled at

O'Brien.
Arranging it so they could make guest appearances and still host their own shows took some
slight fiddling, O'Brien said. All the shows tape
around the same time in various locations in
Manhattan.
The trio put offthe tussle until Stewartfinished
his show, only to reunite on "Colbert." Again, the
fight needed to be postponed while interviews
were attended to by the TV hosts.

The Eye
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(LAUREN SMITH) Aggies working outto stay inshape

Aggies in need of workouts
bored, or dehydrate yourself. For
it all hang out
When you enter the gym, those ofyou who struggle to work
what machine do you go to first? your entire body in one day, reTHE A&T REGISTER
Do you go to the basic machine member that you can divide your
that you're knowledgeable about, workouts into upper and lower
or do you go to the flashy-button body. You do not have to strain
"my
butt's
too
big,"
"My
machines with direc- your body in an attempt to work
high-tech
thighs are too wide," "I need a
in every corner? Or, every muscle. This will also add
tions
posted
body challenge for my size." "My
six pack's gone," "my arms are maybe you are one of the few variation to your workout, which
Rotich, is
too long," "my body remains a who avoids them all, and simply according to Dr. Jerono
to help improve
to
dumbbell.According
one
ofmany
picks
ways
up
a
compromise."
We all have the pleasure of Earle and Baechle, proper training your workout.
Body busting is outknowing a body buster, someone specified for each individual is esthose ofyou in search
because
it
determines
the
dated!
For
sential
results
from
who wants to see
general training, but fails to be type of workout, the length ofthe ofthose perfect thighs and washpersistent. However, the most workout, and the correct use of board abs, now is the time to take
popular thought we all have is: equipment when exercising (365). charge of your body! No longer
will those Halle Berry and 50
why complain about your body if If you are like most college stuwith
cent look alikes scare you out of
time
and
struggling
dents,
you refuse to stay in the gym?
Science
going to the gym. No longer will
finances,
then
the
Sports
to
choose
not
people
go
Many
Human
Performance
and
Leibe embarrassed for your tire
you
to the gym because it takes long and
located
and lack knowledge about
belly,
sure
Studies
department
hours and extraordinary discipline. However, According to Dr. right here on campus can provide which program to use in the gym.
the information needed to make No longer will you be ashamed of
Jerono Rotich, the true reasons
your freshman 15 and shortness
workout as effective and enyour
behind gym fright are that we are
of breath when you run up the
intimidated by the Halle Berrys joyable as possible.
to
the
stairs. It's your time to become a
you
Sports
Until
travel
and 50 cents of the gym, and we
and
Human
Performance
gymrat! It is your time to take the
Science
trainlack knowledge of proper
ing programs for our body types. and Leisure Studies department, Body Challenge!
Earle, Roger, and Thomas
Intimidation is our worst enemy here are some do and don't tips
on
Essentials of Personal
you
start
Baechle.
your
way:
will
that
achieve
a
boomwhen trying to
Training. Illinois: Human Kineting body. An important thing to Do start off moderately, warmremember when working out is up, stretch, consult a trainer, find ics, 2004.
Rotich, Jerono. Lecture, Sports
that all other gym participants are a workout partner, focus on your
more interested in their ipods and body as you work out, watch what Science and Human Performance
their own bodies. Therefore, don't you eat, and have fun. Do not and Leisure Studies, North Carobe afraid to go to the gym and let over- exercise, push an injury, get lina. 3 Feb. 2008.

BY BRANDON KIRBY AND
MARIELBARR

THEEYE

plant surgery that not only grants her
sight in this world but into the world
of the spirits, Sydney must solve the
Having dim expectation because of riddles of visions that the eyes grant
all the weak horror films I have seen her, and only her, to see..What is this
lately, I was prepared to watch digital power? Whose eyes were these? Why
garbage. To my surprise, "The Eye" do I have them?
wasn't half bad, and the attractive acSydney searches for the answers
to all of these questions in this toetress, JessicaAlba, played her role consumed in fear quite well.Transitioning clinching thriller. Sometimes the things
from a blind woman to a woman who we wish for the most can become our
was able to see, seemed to be no real worst nightmare.
challenge for Alba.
Film Type: HORROR
Running Time: 1:35
Certain scenes in the first hour
seemed to overstress events to come,
Rating: PG-13
which kind of confused me, but I was
Cast: Jessica Alba, Alessandro Nivola, Parker Posey
glad with outcome ofthe story.
The Eye takes you on the journey of
Directors: David Moreau, Xavier
a young violinist, Sydney Wells, played Palud
by Jessica Alba. After an optical transBY MARVIN POWELL
THE A&T REGISTER

J
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thing especially music old and new,"
"I love everything from Billie Holi"Turquoise green with brown day to Kanye West."
Like most people our age the TV
snake skin and lavender outlining.
and the internetare incredible sources
Oh yea! I'd buy them."
and an even
This is jus a little taste of what to get information from
new and excluto
cop
better
way
go
goes on in a sneaker freaks mind.
"What is your perfect shoe?" was the sive sneakers. Don't get this newbie
confused though, her lip gloss is still
first thing I asked sophomore AntoYea, she rivals many guys
POPPJN!
nia Elam. The elaborate descriptions
of the shoe made me want to go out with her 56 plus sneaker collection.
"If I had a choice and my dream
and buy them too. My next question
dunks
that I described actually came
was definitely going to be, "Where
out, I'd have to get those sneakers incan I find those?"
Elam is a new addict, she first stead of a boyfriend."
The sneaker-heads of today will
started collecting sneakers senior
year of high school but really got soon grown up, see the real world and
addicted to them her freshman year realize that there's more to life than
in college. "I'm influenced by every- looking fresh.

WELCOME HOME ROSCOE
JENKINS premires Friday
08 a comedy starring Martin
Lawerence Louis C.K., James
Earl Jones, Cedric the Entertainer, and more! Synopsis:
Succesful talk show host
Roscoe Jenkins (Lawerence)
comes back to his hometown

STEP UP 2 STREETS
SOUNDTRACK releases this
week with hit song "Low"
feat. T-pain. The soundtrack
also have collabs with Missy
Elliot, Trey Songz, Yung Joe,
Scarface, Cassie, and much
more! The hit dance film
follows up with dance tracks
that everyone can enjoy!

SIMPLY SIMONE UNCG
Theater presents songs from
Nina Simone Feb. 6th-10th
at the Taylor Theatre, UNCG
on Tate St. Enjoy the soulful
tunes of Nina Simone performed by students of UNCG
Tickets: Adults are $12
Seniors/Non-UNCG students
$10 Groups/UNCG Alumni $8
UNCG students $7
Show Times: February 6 and 7
at 7 p.m. February 8 and 9 at
8 p.m. February 10 at 2 p.m.

BYSHANICE JARMON
THE A&T REGISTER

1. Who said the Pirates made the hottest fitted? 2. Are you considered cool because you dress like the dudes from Kid N Play?
3. Why are you wearing sandals in february? 4. Do people really follow their horoscopes? 5. What about love signs? 6. Who
remembers digital underground? 7. Where you a fan then? 8. How'd you grow up on Tupac when he died when you were eight?
9. Why does McDonalds only run 365 Black campaign in Feb? 10. Does it upset you when you see people in Dashiki's because its
Black History Month? 11. People, the Giant's Jerseys were extra crispy, right? 12. Are we allowed to test their fan hood? 13.
Is it considered lame to write love poems for a girl? 14. Are men considered soft when they write about their feelings? 15. Was
baggy sweat pants and Boots wit fux fur one outfit?16. Anybodyelse embarassed by their childhood nickname? 17. And your mom
thought Pookie was cute, right?18. Since when did Flava Flav become the ladies man? 19. Do you remember way back when,
Is 911 allowed to put you on hold?
when he was politically aware?

THE BLACK MOSAIC displays on Monday, Feb. 11th at
the Exhibit Hall in the Memorial Student Union. Hosted by
the History Club there will be
food and music all provided
at the art show along with
a slide show of important
people and historical events
that pertains to Black History.
The event is from 11:00am
4:00pm. So come show your
support of Black Art and insightful history in celebration
of Black History Month.
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